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Caravan Cover
These fitting instructions are aimed as a guide to
the best way that we’ve found to the fit your
Protec cover.
Before starting it is essential that you remove any
sharp objects that may be on your caravan, and
ensure your ‘van is clean and free of any puddles
of water, failure to do so can result in damage to
your caravan as dirt may get trapped between
the cover and ‘van.
Fitting Instructions
1 – Unpack your bag and you will find your cover, hitch cover, straps, and spare piece of fabric (for
repairs), corner protectors, two extending poles, and foam pipe lagging (to place on any sharp
edges). If you have an aerial with a spike, or a car type aerial please unscrew these before fitting.
2 – Fit the separate a-frame cover and fit corner protectors in your awning channels and place foam
pipe lagging on any sharp areas if necessary.
3 – Unfold the cover on the ground in front of the caravan with the back panel next to the caravan

hitch. Roll up the rear Easy-Fit panel.
4 – Locate the D-rings at the back of the cover and place a pole into each D-Ring. Extend the pole as
you see fit and twist to lock.
5 – With one person at each side of the caravan holding the poles walk the cover from the front of
the caravan to the back, then roll down the back Easy-Fit panel and secure with the buckles.
6 - Locate your straps and begin securing down the cover with the buckles located down the width of
the caravan. You should have one strap which is slightly longer than the rest, this strap is for the 2
buckles at the rear of the cover. Fix one end of the strap into one buckle, then wrap the strap around
your rear corner steadies and fix into the other buckle *there is also a loop at the rear of the cover
which you can thread the strap through for additional tightening at the easy-fit if needed*. Tighten
these straps as you see fit, taking care not to overtighten.

Care Instructions
Clean the cover using warm water with a soft brush, a hosepipe may be used but we do not advise
the use of power washers.
DO NOT use any detergents or chemicals as this will block the pores and affect the hydrophobic
properties of the fabric. However, if you have any stubborn stains that will not be removed with just
warm water, you can add soap flakes (the type you would use to hand-wash clothing) to the warm
water to aid the washing.
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